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Hey.

Have you ever painted a picture? Written a story? Drawn something? Of course
you have…

…But then what happened?

This is your opportunity to be part of the growing collaborative

effort known as …“Abyss”! (aka the thing you’re looking at right now.)

Abyss is made possible by you!!!

Send your PHOTOGRAPHS, DOODLES, COMICS, SONG LYRICS, JOURNAL
ENTRIES, FINGER PAINTINGS, POEMS, ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING! No
medium or subject matter is off limits...maybe. I don’t know what I won’t publish
until I see it and I have to draw the line somewhere….

Right?

Hmm.

Now that I’ve made myself clear, go find that painting in your closet or your
notebook from high school, scan or take a picture of it and send it to….

Permatintcollective@gmail.com

Don’t wait, just do it now. Or I will find you.

Abyss!!!!
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This issue features work by…

Shannon Nicholson
Geoffrey Bennett Ulrich

Buffy Lee
Clay Barnett
S.W. Rice
DJ Noj

Alex Farley
Liz Schmidt
Sir Bailey

And Dark WinterFire
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My Favorite Cemetery

As we’ve penned and become pals all this while,
Just the thought of us meeting brings a smile,

It’ll be like we’ve known
each other as we’ve grown,

though I know nothing of your smell and hairstyle.
The cemetery at the end of my street,

is the place I’d most like us to meet,
we can walk, we can bike,

we can talk if you like,
it’s quite a lovely, natural retreat.

My Favorite Cemetery is like a little park,
Except for the odd dozen grave mark,

You can picnic, you can stroll,
You can climb a grassy knoll,

And sit upon it at night in the dark.
I’m not suggesting we go there at night,

It might give you a terrible fright,
It did that to the mean kids,

And made them hit the skids,
Because past the gate there’s absolutely no light.
I’d run in and duck down behind a shrub on side,

so my eyes could adjust, but that I could still hide,
then I’d just wait them out,

sure, they’d curse and they’d shout,
but I was still alive thanks to people who’d died.

I also used to play tag with my friends,
with the audacity that youth often lends,

we’d laugh and we’d play,
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and have a field day,
but playtime eventually ends.

We’re not going there to play but to share,
Because thanks to our correspondence we care,

I care about you, you care about me,
So we’re meeting up in order to see,

If this connection could go anywhere.
And what better place than a Death park to meet?

Where life and death mingle and greet?
Where grass grows on grave sites,
And peace reigns on clear nights,

That’s why
My Favorite Cemetery

is the one at the end of my street.
Geoffrey Bennett Ulrich

www.DeathHousePress.com
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U R Cyberpunk

Integrating tech and your realm of life
Plugged in
When this was just a fantasy
A future we thought we could see
During tha times of
Today is Gonna Be A Good Day
When
Tupac was in Digital U
nderground
And Biggie
He was just at hair salons
When Manga was creating new trends
As well as us gamers
Moving from Unreal to Golden Eye
Before Lalapalooza
Jane's Addiction
Was still an affliction
And streaming video
2 inches by 3 inches
On a 13" screen
Oh wait
Oh wait
Most of ya'll don't know
The idea of cyberpunk
It was growing
Growing
Now
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U R Cyberpunk
Yeah I'm talking to u
U R Cyberpunk

Look
Look
Look

Tapping a touchscreen
Connected 24/7
Watching cable
On your cellphone
Not just at your home
Like On and ConnectTV
Now HBO has Go
Than video games
Used to be a parent's shame
Now a family affair
Used in senior care
Don't talk about digitization of reality
A pair of glasses
A cellphone
Or even a tablet
And your in it
From virtual to augmented
Your a part of it

U R Cyberpunk
That's right
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U R Cyberpunk

Some think we have sunk
Like being drunk
On power
This is not a trump
As we are n that era
Yeah
Most in terror
As I gotta be clear
Even he
Twitting daily
Following Obama
As A
Hey
Not going there
Both R what?

That's right like all of us
We R Cyberpunk
U R Cyberpunk
I am
As most of us globally
Can I say
Finally
Or
Damn
really
is this cyberpunk?

Is this u
Is this me
Is this Cyberpunk
Funk me
Parliament and Funkadelic
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This is not as dope
As the Ohio Players
It is
What it is
And we
Me
U R Cyberpunk

By Ordell Cordova
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We Dream Awake.
We are the spinners of the yarns you hear whispering through alleys.
We plot and we plan.
We are time travelers and alchemists, soothsayers and magicians.
We are our own audience, pandering to the trees.
We are a riddle yet to be answered by a question.
We are persistent, can’t you see?
We are near and we are remote, everywhere and nowhere, assembling in droves
of isolation.
We are Permatint.

Join us.

Contact Permatintcollective@gmail.com or…
Text (805) 451-1847 to become part of the collective.

We are waiting for you.
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